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Summary of Chapter:
In this chapter, we examine the current literature base involving the use of culturally relevant pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 1995) in elementary science and mathematics classroom settings. Using synthesized themes from the literature, we developed a visual representation that organizes the ways in which culturally relevant teaching can be/is enacted in classrooms, including a critical analysis using the construct of whiteness.

Chapter Abstract:
In this chapter, we examine the current literature base involving the use of culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP) (Ladson-Billings, 1995) in elementary science and mathematics classroom settings. We then explore, synthesize and represent themes from the literature review through a visual tool (i.e., iceberg of culturally relevant teaching; Weaver, 1986) that organizes the ways in which culturally relevant teaching can be/is enacted in classrooms. Finally, we use the lens of critical whiteness studies (CWS) (DiAngelo, 2011) to understand why some components of CRP, as revealed from the literature review and identified on the visual representation, are enacted more or less frequently.
Preparing socially just and critically conscious elementary science and math teachers is not simple nor straightforward. Teacher educators contend with teachers’ fear of science and mathematics, as well as the ingrained, and often invisible, structurally racist practices that exist in elementary classrooms. Identifying resources, activities and theoretical frameworks that are accessible to teachers and pre-service teachers, and support their development in these key areas, remains difficult (Ladson-Billings, 2012). Often, considerations of race, equity and oppression are far removed from the expectations elementary teachers have when they teach science and mathematics or engage in professional development. One approach to connecting theory to practice is to help teachers understand and use the tenets of CRP (Ladson-Billings, 1995). While teacher educators have engaged and used CRP for decades, with mixed success, some published work in this area falls short of complex enactments, and some misinterprets Ladson-Billings’ ideas (Ladson-Billings, 2014; Young, 2010). In this chapter we examine the existing literature around CRP, specifically, Culturally Relevant Science and Math Pedagogy (CRSMP), and synthesize the research into relevant themes. We offer two particular frameworks that theorize inherent difficulties found in enacting CRSMP. First, we use the idea of the “iceberg of culture” (Weaver, 1986) to develop a new visual representation that outlines the range of activities constituting CRSMP in classrooms. For example, it is common for teachers to honor cultural diversity through celebrating or acknowledging holidays or practices, perhaps weaving these into science and/or math curricula. Being relatively comfortable classroom practices, these are situated at the top of the iceberg, above water. It is less common, however for teachers to invite families into the classroom to participate in developing curricula that connect family practices with science and mathematics. This practice would be towards the bottom of the iceberg, underwater, indicating a more contentious practice. While the iceberg is a helpful visual, it does not offer teachers a pathway to understand hegemonic schooling practices. Second, and with this in mind, we use CWS (DiAngelo, 2011; Michael, 2015), to unpack barriers to CRSMP in elementary classrooms. CWS calls into question and makes visible the systemic practices that benefit White people, oppress others and maintain the status quo with regard to inequitable science and mathematics school practices (DiAngelo, 2011; Michael, 2015). This chapter concludes with a discussion of how CRSMT research and practice represents the potential to alter power dynamics and support more equitable school experiences.
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